Desert Sky Tours
Personalised Tours 2021

8 day flinders ranges, and Outback
The Flinders Ranges provide the ultimate Australian Experience. Rugged ridges and ancient gorges lined with
massive gum trees, through to the unending expanse of the Australian Outback. Add to this an abundance of
Australian wildlife and you have everything that is Australia.

Day 1
The first day of your adventure takes us north into the wine regions of the Clare Valley.
On the way, you will travel through historic towns with quaint cottages and historic buildings.
At Clare, you have an opportunity to visit one of the boutique wineries in this region.
The legendary lilac haze of the Flinders Ranges, loom ever closer in the distance.
We are now in the habitat of Australia's famous wildlife - not only kangaroos and emus live here
in abundance, but also many species of birds and reptiles. From here, we continue the tour in to
the heart of the Flinders Ranges through vast sheep station country. There will an opportunity to
stop at one of the Ghost Towns for some stories and photos.
Rawnsley Park Resort at the base of Rawnsley’s Bluff is our destination tonight, providing access
to glorious walking trails, comfortable accommodation and the well renowned Woolshed
Restaurant! Optional scenic flights over Wilpena Pound are available.
Overnight – Rawnsley Park Station

Day 2
We take time to see some of the magnificent sights of the Flinders Ranges and Wilpena Pound,
including Huck’s and the impressive Stokes Hill lookouts, then travel through the heart of the
Flinders Ranges.
Razor Back Lookout in Bunyeroo Valley offers some breathtaking views of the eastern wall of
Willpena Pound, and Brachina Gorge is a “Corridor through Time” where you may spot the rare
and beautiful Yellow Footed Rock Wallabies, and see fossils more than 600 million years old.
Continuing through Aroona Valley, past “The Great Wall Of China” we come to the old copper
mining town of Blinman for lunch.
Our destination today is the Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary at the northernmost end of these
ranges. This is some of the oldest landscape on earth. Arkaroola is renowned for its 4WD tracks,
some of which we will explore. On a clear night, which is most nights, the jewels of the southern
sky can be viewed not just with the naked eye, but also through the best privately owned
telescopes in the southern hemisphere at the Arkaroola Observatory.
Overnight – Mawson Lodge - Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary

Day 3
Our day starts with the famous Ridgetop Tour, which will give you some of the most
breathtaking views imaginable of rugged peaks towering above outback plains.
Cool creeks and mysterious waterholes sparkle within jagged gorges.
After lunch experience some of the other attractions around Arkaroola as we drive to The
Pinnacles, Bolla Bollana and Nooldoonooldoona!
Overnight – Mawson Lodge Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary

Day 4
Leaving Arkaroola, we head into the Gammon Ranges and Balcanoona where we visit the
National Parks Ranger headquarters and old woolshed.
The Gammon Ranges offer a variety of scenery including Italowie Gorge, the township of
Nepabunna and many tree lined creek beds.
Arriving in Copley, we may wish to sample a quandong pie from the bakery before heading north
to Lyndhurst and the end of the sealed road!
The road to Marree follows closely the old Ghan train line, and we call in to the now abandoned
town of Farina – once the rail head for camel teams moving up the Strzelecki Track.
The next stop is Marree for lunch, and we explore this historic town at the start of the Oodnadatta
and Birdsville Tracks.
Passing through one of Australia’s most fascinating and diverse regions, the
Oodnadatta Track closely follows a major Aboriginal trade route, the original
Overland Telegraph Line and the old Ghan railway line.
We travel through the Mound Springs on the rim of the Great Artesian Basin and
stop to visit Bubbler and Blanchecup springs.
Overnight: William Creek Hotel or William Creek Cabins.

Day 5
After an enjoyable breakfast at William Creek, we capture the atmosphere of South Australia’s
smallest town, which lies in the centre of the world’s largest cattle station, Anna Creek.
A little north of William Creek, we leave the Oodnadatta Track and head to the
opal capital of the world - Coober Pedy.
There is opportunity for a look around the town, before heading out to the “Breakaways” and
“Moon Plain” stunning natural landscapes which have featured in movies such as
Mad Max III, Priscilla Queen of the Desert, Ground Zero, Stark and Salute of the Jugger.
For something different - our accommodation is underground!
Overnight: Coober Pedy - Look Out Cave Motel.

Day 6
The Painted Desert!
Leaving Coober Pedy we travel the Oodnadatta road to Mt Barry and the
Arckaringa Hills –an area of spectacularly coloured land formations featuring mesas, buttes, tent
hills and cliffs caused by erosion of an ancient land surface.
The colours come from pyritic sediments deposited in the soil millions of years ago.
We enter the Painted Desert through Mt Barry and the loop road brings us back to the Oodnadatta
road and our return to Coober Pedy.
Overnight: Coober Pedy - Look Out Cave Motel

Day 7
We head down the Stuart Highway to Glendambo and past Lake Hart to Pimba, where a slight
deviation takes us to Woomera - the base for the Nurrungar deep -space tracking station.
Development of Woomera Village was born out of the need for Britain to develop its military
capability following a number of attacks during the closing stages of World War II. Most
significantly were strikes by the V2 long range ballistic missile, the first to be used as a weapon of
war. These events identified a substantial gap in Britain's defence capabilities and as a result the
search for a suitable testing range began. In April of 1947, following several initial investigations
of the area by representatives from the British government, Arcoona Station land was leased to the
Department of Defence.
Len Beadell surveyed the area and construction started soon after.
We visit the Woomera Heritage Centre where there is information about the Range activities, and
the legendary Len Beadell OAM.
Overnight Woomera Eldo Hotel

Day 8
We travel the Stuart Highway to Port Augusta, and a look at several of the attractions including the
Arid Lands Botanical Gardens before driving up Horrock’s Pass to Wilmington (once known as
Beautiful Valley) in the Flinders Ranges.
A short distance out of town, we take the road to Orroroo and a magnificent 900-year-old Red
River Gum.
Passing through Peterborough and Terowie, we join the Barrier Highway and travel through
Riverton and the Gilbert Valley to Adelaide.

Tour Includes:
8 days escorted 4WD touring
Arkaroola Ridgetop Tour
Coober Pedy and The Painted Desert
All morning teas and lunches
All park entry fees
Complimentary pick up and set down in Adelaide metropolitan area
Package fare: $4200 pp
Departure date: On demand

